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A large discrepancy between two energy 
scales strongly correlated

Unnatural!

Naturalness Problem in Particle Physics 



Naturalness Problem in Particle Physics 
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The electron mass is orders 
smaller than the EW scale

— Unnatural! 

EW scale ~ 100 GeV 



Observations: (1) zero mass limit => chiral symmetry; (2) chiral symmetry 
breaking => a logarithmically divergent contribution from the cutoff at 
quantum level

            me ~ m0e [1 + 3α/4π 1n(Λ/me)]

However, not all particles have a masse technically natural in the SM

=> The smallness of me: not natural, but technically natural !

Naturalness Problem in Particle Physics 

t’Hooft statement for “technical naturalness”  
If the turning off of an ``unnatural’’  parameter results in an enhanced 
symmetry which can be (approximately) softly broken, this parameter is 

``technically’’ natural.
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It is know that the Higgs boson receives quadratically divergent corrections to its squared 

125

[Figure credit:  
M. Schmaltz ’04]

~ MPlanck^2

Naturalness Problem in Particle Physics 

A hierarchy of 
30 orders! 

- Unnatural!
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``Hierarchy’’ Problem 

Planck scale

EW scale

Picture credit: www

Is there a ``technically 
natural‘’ solution?
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The naturalness problem has driven particle physics for decades. Many technical 



Solution I - Fermionic Symmetry (Supersymmetry) 
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Solution II - Bosonic Symmetry (Little/Twin Higgs) 
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Some Wisdoms 

The underlying symmetry =>  
(1) orders a spectrum of ``partner’’ particles 

(2) predicts a sum rule for canceling quadratic divergence in mh^2, 
either completely or at a leading quantum level  

Motivated an amount of searches for ``partner’’ 
particles at, e.g., LEP, Tevatron, LHC, for decades

A must-be-done task post the discovery of any partner-
like particle:  

Measuring the sum rule 
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Simplified Model 

As a start of this study, let’s focus on the top sector of the 2nd class of solutions. We define 
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SM + one pair of vector-like (weak isospin singlet) top partners
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Simplified Model
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Naturalness Sum Rule - Mass Basis Before EWSB

Require coefficient in H^2 to vanish =>

Quadratically divergent contribution to the C-W potential from top sector
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Testing the Sum Rule -Traditional Wisdom

Traditional wisdom - reconstruct the three couplings
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Testing the Sum Rule -Traditional Wisdom

How difficult!



Testing the Sum Rule -Traditional Wisdom

16Not representative! E.g., little Higgs with T-parity



Naturalness Sum Rule - Mass Basis After EWSB
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 Leading order - involves diagonal Yukawa couplings only 
 Could be generalized with more top partners introduced:

X

i

aTi = �|�t|2 +O
⇣ v2

m2
Ti

⌘

 No measurement of quartic coupling is needed => a more feasible guideline



Collider Strategy - Colored Top Partners

For this physical process, the final stable is busy. the analysis involves the reconstruction 
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 Introduce a ``naturalness parameter’’

=>

  Test the sum rule <=> measure the ``naturalness parameter’’

 With this guideline, we are able to study various benchmark scenarios, 
e.g., little higgs models without T parity

µt = �aT
�2
t

+O
⇣ v2

m2
T

⌘
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 TTh Production

14 TeV 100 TeV
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 Discovery Potential of  Top Partner at 100 TeV 

 Not the ``Gold’’ channel for discovery of top partner, but show the 
effectiveness of the analysis
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 Exclusion of  Unnatural Theories at 100 TeV 

 ``unnaturalness’’ hypothesis: exclusion of ``unnatural theories’’ against 
a natural theory 

 given 30/ab, 10% deviation from ``naturalness’’: excluded up to 2.2TeV
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 Precision of  Measuring Naturalness Parameter at 100 TeV  

 A precision of 10% in measuring mu could be achieved up to ~ 2.5TeV

delta_lambda_t ~10% (HL-LHC)  
+ delta_aT (3/ab, 100TeV)

delta_lambda_t ~1% (30/ab, 100TeV)  
+ delta_aT (30/ab, 100TeV)
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 Summary

 The naturalness problem has driven particle physics for several decades  

 To establish the Naturalness Principle, it is crucial to measure the naturalness 
sum rule, post the discovery of any partner-like particle 

 For a top sector with fermionic top partners, the naturalness sum rule only 
depends on flavor-diagonal Yukawa couplings, up to an order O(v^2/mT^2)  

 At 100 TeV with 30/ab, a precision of 10% for the measurement of the 
naturalness parameter could be achieved for top partners up to ~2.5TeV, for 
the benchmark considered in this analysis 
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Outlook I

How to break the degeneracy of the sign in the mu parameter?  

T
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Outlook II

In twin Higgs model, how to test the 
naturalness sum rule at colliders?  

Maybe mono-Higgs search can help
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Outlook III

How to test the sum rule for supersymmetry at colliders, 
post the discovery of any superpartner-like particle?

Long journey to go to establish the naturalness principle, 
but exciting ……



LHC

  At tree level, we have 

Here                                            can be understood as a measure of the de 

   

At loop-level, we have  
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Thank you!



Simplified Model - Mass Basis Before EWSB
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Simplified Model - Mass Basis After EWSB
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Outlook I

Preliminary

How to break the degeneracy of the sign in the mu parameter?  


